Treatment Paradigm for Contrastive Intervention

Baseline Generalization Probe

Phase 1
Familiarization + Production
IMITATION

Phase 2
Contrasts + Interactive Play
IMITATION → SPONTANEOUS

Reach Training Criterion?
70% across two consecutive treatment sets

Reach Training Criterion?
90% across two consecutive treatment sets

Reach Generalization Criterion?
90% accuracy to untrained probe items

Conversational Speech Sample
≥50% accuracy (Fey, 1986)

NO
Continue Training

YES
Discontinue Training

NO
Continue Phase 2

YES
Move to Spontaneous

NO
Continue Phase 2

YES
Move to Phase 3 or Add New Picture Cards

NO
Move to Phase 4

YES
Conversational Speech Sample

Phase 3
Contrasts Within Communicative Contexts
SPONTANEOUS

Phase 4
Conversational Recasts

Probe
Every third treatment session

Conversational Speech Sample
≥50% accuracy (Fey, 1986)

NO
Continue Training

YES
Discontinue Training
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